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PART I: THE LEGEND OF BAYAJIDDA 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Legend of Bayajidda documents the Origin of the Hausa Kingdom (Hausaland), comprised of the Seven 
Hausa States (Hausa Bakwai), & by extension the Seven Banza (Banza Bakwai).  
 
[Hausa Bakwai]: The Principal Versions of the Legend of Bayajidda are transmitted among the Seven Hausa 
States (Daura, Katsina, Gobir, Kano, Zaria, Biram, & Rano). The Primary Version is retained by the Royal 
Palace of Daura, whereupon the Legend is centered. Katsina, Gobir, Kano, & Zaria mention its details at 
the beginning of their own state traditions. However, compared with the local dynastic traditions, it is 
only of marginal importance in these states.  
 
The Hausa Palace Version of the Bayajidda legend documents two different migrations from the Near East. 
The first was a movement enmasse from Canaan & Palestine headed in the beginning by Najib/Nimrod, 
then by Abdul-Dar, & finally by several successive queens. This first migration found its way (via Egypt & 
North Africa) through the Sahara to the Central Sudan, where under the guidance of Magajiya Daurama 
the newcomers established the city of Daura. According to a dynastic version from Katsina, a caravan led 
by Namoudou/Nimrod came from Birnin Kissera near Mecca & its members settled at Daura.  
 
[Banza Bakwai]: The Legend is generally unknown among the Seven Banza States (Zamfara, Kebbi, Nupe, 
Gwari, Yauri, Yoruba & Kwararrafa/Jukun). The Azna versions are transmitted by the Sarakunan Azna 
(Kings of the Azna), the chiefs of the indigenous Azna people in Hausaland, & they insist on the equally 
prestigious ascent of the Sarakunan Azna.  
 
PUBLICATION 
The earliest published versions of the Bayajidda Legend are almost entirely based on Arabic texts written 
down towards the end of the pre-colonial period (1800s) by locally-trained Muslim clerics.  
 
THE MIGRATION 
According to most accounts of the legend, Bayajidda (also named Abuyazidu) was a prince from Baghdad 
(son of King Abdullahi), but he was exiled from his home town after Queen Zidam (also known as Zigawa) 
had conquered the city. Once he left Baghdad, he traveled across Africa with 300 warriors & arrived in 
Borno. Once in Borno, tales differ as to what caused tension with the local king.  
 
[+] Indigenous Perspective: Bayajidda realized his forces were stronger than those of the Mai king; 
because of this, he planned to overthrow him. However, the king heard of the plot &, after consulting 
with his advisors, gave Bayajidda his daughter, Magaram (Magira), in marriage. Later, when the Mai king 
attacked & took over several towns, he tricked his new son-in-law into leaving his own men to guard the 
towns, thereby decreasing the number of men Bayajidda had at his disposal. Bayajidda realized that he 
was being tricked when he had only his wife & one slave left (3 People); during the night, they fled to 
Garun Gabas, (now situated in the Hadeja region). While there, Magaram gave birth to Bayajidda’s first 
child, Biram, the eponymous ancestor of the petty kingdom of Gabas-ta-Biram (East of Biram).  
 
[-] Non-Indigenous Perspective: Bayajidda was welcomed into Borno, married Magaram & became 
popular among the people. Because of this, the king envied him & plotted against him; upon being 
informed of this by his wife, he fled Borno with her.  
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Some versions of the Legend say that Bayajidda fled from Bornu on a Horse, while others say that he rode 
a mule. In all versions, the old woman (in Part II) professed not to know his mount. In some, she said it 
was like an Ox, but not an Ox. In others, she said it is like a Horse, but not a Horse. Still others, she said 
that she did not know if it was a Horse or an Ox. In some accounts, the queen comes riding on her own 
Horse. In other accounts, the snake’s head resembles that of a Horse (sometimes literally, other times 
only in size).   
 
ARRIVAL IN DAURA & SLAYING OF THE SERPENT 
Bayajidda left his wife & child in Garun Gabas & continued on to the village of Gaya near Kano (others 
believe to be Gaya in modern Niger), where he had the local blacksmiths make him a knife. He then came 
to the town of Daura (located in modern day Katsina State), where he entered a house & asked an old 
woman named Ayana for water. Her house was situated near the prison. She informed him that a serpent 
named Sarki (the Hausa word for king) guarded the well & that the people were only allowed to draw 
water once a week, on Friday. Bayajidda set out for the well & killed the serpent with the sword & 
beheaded it with the knife the blacksmiths had made for him, after which he drank the water, put the 
head in a bag, & returned to the old woman’s house.  
 
The next day, the people of Daura gathered at the well, wondering who had killed the snake; Magajiya 
Daurama, the local queen, offered sovereignty over half the town to whoever could prove that he killed 
the snake. Several men brought snake heads forth, but the heads did not match the body. The old woman, 
owner of the house Bayajidda was staying in, informed the queen that her guest had slayed it, after which 
Daurama summoned Bayajidda. Having presented the snake’s head, proving to her that he was the one 
who had slain Sarki, he turned down the offer of half the town, instead requesting her hand in marriage; 
she married him out of gratitude for slaying the serpent.  
 
[Variation]: According to a Zamfara Chronicle, the snake of Daura was killed by Kalkalu (s/o Bawo), who 
descended from Pharao. 
 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF KINGDOMS 
[+] Indigenous Perspective: Daurama made a compromise with Bayajidda & said she would only have 
sexual intercourse with him later, as it was against the custom of Daura for the queen to marry. Because 
of this, she gave him a concubine named Bagwariya.  
 
[-] Non-Indigenous Perspective: According to the oral palace version of the legend, Daurama wanted to 
break her “queenly vow to remain a virgin,” but had to undergo rituals to do so. Because of this, she gave 
him a concubine named Bagwariya.   
  
Bagwariya had a son fathered by Bayajidda & she named him Karap-da-Gari, or Karbagari (which means 
“he snatched the town” in Hausa). This worried Daurama, & when she had a son of her own (also fathered 
by Bayajidda), she named him Bawo (which means “give it back”). In total, Bayajidda fathered three 
children with three different women.  
 
Bawo fathered six of his own sons, whose names were Daura, Gobir, Kano, Katsina, Rano, & Zaria (Zazzau). 
Together with Biram (s/o Magaram), these seven went on to rule the seven “legitimate” Hausa states 
(Hausa Bakwai). Karbagari’s descendants, then founded the seven “illegitimate” states (Banza Bakwai). 
 
[Variation 1]: Some versions of the tale leave Bawo & Magaram out entirely, with Biram, Daura, Gobir, 
Kano, Katsina, Rano, & Zaria being the sons of Bayajidda & Daurama. 
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[Variation 2]: The Kano Chronicle describes Bawo as the conqueror of Hausaland. The descendants of the 
former Hausa kings of Kano (today there are Fulani kings) claim that he was the hero who slew the snake 
& subsequently married Magajiya & fathered with the slave-maid Bagwariya Karbagari, & with Magajiya 
the progenitors of the Seven Hausa states. The early 19th Century Fulani scholars Muhammad Bello & 
‘Abd al-Qadir b. al-Mustafa consider Bawo as the ruler of the Hausa states, who had been appointed by 
the sultan of Bornu.   
 
[Variation 3]: The Gobir & Katsina versions name Abawa Jidda as the hero of the Hausa legend.  
 
[Variation 4]: The Azna versions highlight the animosity between Bawo (s/o Magajiya) & Karbagari (s/o 
Bagwariya). While in the dominant Hausa versions this detail is only indicated by the naming of Karba-gari 
“snatch the town” & Ba-wo “give (the town) back”, the Azna versions make the antagonism more explicit. 
According to the Azna versions, Magajiya waited until the two sons were grown up but then she ordered 
Karbagari, to give his horse to Bawo & she provided Karbagari with a whip so that he might protect his 
brother during a state ceremony by driving the Azna people away from him. Karbagari obeyed, got up 
from his seat, began to beat the people with his whip, while Bawo remained seated like a king. Moreover, 
Magajiya told her son not to allow Karbagari to sit down by his side (& thus to rule with him). When at the 
end of a festival the latter tried to take his seat, Bawo drew his sword & chased him away. In order to 
compensate him for the loss of power, Magajiya gave Karbagari the task of controlling the unruly Azna. 
 
[Variation 5]: In the Bori pantheon of western Hausaland (where the historical figures of the Bayajidda 
legend are unknown), Magajiya & Bagwariya/Bagulma & their descendants, the Hausawa & the Gwarawa, 
occupy similar positions to the corresponding figures in the legend. In the abbreviated form of Gwari, 
lacking the article ha-/ba-, the name Ba-gwariya is used as an autonym by people living south of Hausaland 
who contrast with the Hausa (of Magajiya) & speak a Benue-Congo language instead of the Afroasiatic 
language of Hausa. Gulma/Bagulma, the second name of the slave-maid, designates in Songhay-Zarma 
the southern bank of the River Niger, the northern bank being called Hausa.  
 

--- 
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PART II: A HERMENEUTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
THE MIGRATION 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda (also named Abuyazidu), was a prince from Baghdad (s/o King Abdullahi).   
[Etymological]: Bayajidda is a Hausa phrase for “He couldn’t understand before”.  
 
[Historical Person 1]: Abu Yazid Makhlad ibn Kayrad al-Nukkari (883 – 947 CE) was born in Gao, south of 
the Sahara Desert. He was an Ibadi Berber of the Banu Ifran tribe. His father was Kayrad, a Zenata Berber 
trans-Saharan trader. His mother Sabika was a Black African slave, which brought him the sobriquet “the 
Black Ethiop” (al-Ḥabashī al-Aswad).  
 
[Historical Person 2]: Abdullāh al-Mahdi Billah (873 – 934 CE) was the founder of the Ismaili Fatimid 
Caliphate, the only major Shi’a caliphate in Islam. He established Fatimid rule throughout much of North 
Africa, Hejaz, Palestine & the Levant. At the beginning of the Abbasid realm in Baghdad, the Alids faced 
severe persecution by the ruling party as they were a direct threat to the Abbasid Caliphate. Owing to the 
political complexities, the forefathers of Imam Abdullah opted to conceal themselves. These Imams 
travelled towards the Khuzestan (Iranian Plateau) to distance themselves from the epicenter of their 
political difficulties. Al Mahdi’s father, Imam al Husain al Mastoor returned in secrecy to Syria & began to 
control the Dawa’s affairs from there in complete concealment. He sent two Da’is of great caliber, Abul 
Qasim & Abu ‘Abdullah Al-Husayn Al-Shi’I to Yemen & North Africa, respectively, to build the foundation 
for what was to later be the Fatimid Caliphate. Imam al Husain al Mastoor died soon after the birth of his 
son, Al Mahdi. A trustworthy system of informers updated Al Mahdi on developments which were taking 
place across North Africa, which became the launching pad of his Empire.   
 
[Analytical]: The Foundation of the Bayajidda Legend is centered on the rivalry of Abu Yazid (883 – 947 
CE) & Abdullāh al-Mahdi Billah (873 – 934 CE). Bayajidda is a composite of both historical figures, to 
include Abu Yazid’s mother, who was an African Slave Woman. Also note that the lineage of Abdullah was 
located in Baghdad, Iran, & Yemen, which are later amalgamated into the Legend of Kisra as well.  
 

--- 
 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda was exiled from his home town after Queen Zidam (Zigawa) conquered the city. 
 
[Historical]: Zabibe (Zabibi, Zabiba, Zabibah), Queen of Qedar (738 – 733 BCE). She was a vassal of Tiglath-
Pileser III, King of Assyria. The title accorded her was Queen of the Aribi (Arabs).  
 
[Historical]: The 9th century Arab geographer al-Ya’qubi, wrote about the “Zaghawa who live in a place 
called Kanem,” & listed a string of other kingdoms under Zaghawa rule. Historically, the Zaghawa people 
held a hegemony over most of the smaller societies that stretched along the Sahel between Lake Chad to 
the Nile valley kingdoms of Nubia, Makuria & Alwa. Al Ya’qubi mentioned that the Berbers of north were 
trading in slaves drawn from the Zaghawa ethnic group & others. The 12th century geographer, Al-Idrisi 
also described how the Zaghawa townspeople were involved in slave kidnapping, raiding & trade. 
 
11th century texts mention that the kings of the Zaghawa Kingdom had accepted Islam, & were at least 
nominally Muslims. The early Arabic accounts describe the Zaghawa to be “black nomads”.  
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Zaghawa influence was built upon an oasis-centered system & the towns of Kanem, Manan & Anjimi. In 
1270 CE, Ibn Sa’id wrote that Manan was the capital of Kanem Kingdom till the Sayfawa dynasty rulers 
converted to Islam, conquered the region, thereafter the capital shifted to Njimi, but that the Zaghawa 
continued to live in Manan. The Zaghawa in the records of Kanem (Girgam Chronicle) are called the 
Duguwa (Dougouwa), who were displaced & then moved into the region they are currently found, called 
Dar Zaghawa (the “Land of the Zaghawa”). Although Zaghawa power was broken by the rise of Kanem in 
the Lake Chad region, Zaghawa retained control over a considerable portion of the lands lying east of 
Kanem, & it is only in the late 14th century that Darfur is mentioned as an independent state. Following 
the rise of Darfur & Kanem, the Zaghawa appear to have controlled only desert areas & ceased to be a 
major regional power. 
 
The term “blacksmith” was a derogatory term in Zaghawa culture. The artisan work was traditionally 
viewed as dirty & of inferior status, being people from different Pagan & Jewish roots who slowly 
assimilated into the Islamic society. Some of the early Arab texts refer to the Zaghawa Royalty as 
“blacksmith kings with inconceivable arrogance”.  
 
[Analytical]: The Mythical Queen Zidam is a Truncation of the much earlier Historical Zabibe (Queen of the 
Arabs) (738 – 733 BCE). As Zigawa, she is an allegorical reference to the Zaghawa Culture, & the template 
of the mythical Maguzawa, who descended from the indigenous slave-maid, Bagwariya. This means that 
Sabika (the slave mother of Abu Yazid) is Bagwariya, & Abu Yazid is Bayajidda, of which Abu Yazid probably 
traced his lineage to Queen Zabibe, hence the massive truncation.   
 

 
 

[Mythical]: From 300 Warriors to 3 People. 
 
[Analytical]: The numbers 300, 30, & 3 are metaphorical for Awakening the Pineal Gland during the 
Process of Ascension. In the Legendary Battle of Thermopylae, King Leonidas was accompanied by 300 
Hoplites (Royal Guard), along with 3,000 other Peloponnesians sent with Leonidas. After the retreat, only 
3,000 men remained. The same metaphysical motif is given to the 3 Kings, the 3 Bears, the 3 Angels that 
spoke to Abraham, & many more. Notice that Bayajidda & his proper wife conceive Biram, the Firstborn 
Son, who founded Gabas-ta-Biram (East of Biram). Mahamane Karimou said in his 1977 book Mawri 
Zarmaphones that "Bagazaza, a prince from Bornou waged war for 300 years."   
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--- 
 
[Mythical]: The Mai king attacked & took over several towns, & tricked his new son-in-law into leaving his 
own men to guard the towns, thereby decreasing the number of men Bayajidda had at his disposal. 
Bayajidda realized that he was being tricked when he had only his wife & one slave left (3 People).  
 
[Analytical]: The loss of Bayajidda’s forces is an echo of the retreat of the remnants of the Assyrian Army 
from Nineveh to Harran under the last scion of the ruling family, Assur-uballit II. The way in which 
Bayajidda lost his troops by lending them group by group to the king of Bornu echoes the historical 
alliance between Assyria & Egypt, which progressively turned to the disadvantage of Assyria.  
 

--- 
 
[Mythical]: During the night, Bayajidda fled to Garun Gabas, where Magaram gave birth to Biram.  
 
[Analytical]: Magira (Magaram) is a metaphorical amalgamation of Mary Magdalene (Christian) & Ra 
(Egyptian). Her name Magaram is an allegorical amalgamation of Mary & the synonymous Abraham & 
Biram (Aries, the Ram). You can Equally say that Bayajidda (the Sun) fled to the East where upon Biram 
(the Ram) was Born by the Virgin Magaram. These components encode the Process of Ascension.      
 

--- 
 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda in Bornu & his tension with the local king.  
 
[Analytical]: The provenance of Bayajidda from Bornu reflects an ancient & long-lasting dominance of 
Kanem-Bornu over Hausaland. Acknowledging their dependency on Bornu, all the Hausa States (Seven 
Hausa & Seven Banza) sent annual tributes of slaves to their Eastern neighbor up until the beginning of 
the 19th Century, thus the Bornu component can be considered as a Bornu taxlist. In view of the 
primordial subordination of Hausa States to Kanem-Bornu, it appears that the Chadic State stood since 
ancient times in the center of a regional system of security based on age-honored tributary relationships. 
The system implied that, as long as the tributary obligations were fulfilled, peace was guaranteed & the 
slaving raids were directed against other people of the Central Sudan. On account of their basic economic 
& political functions, the nuclei of states first established in the Sahel in the form of fortified slave trading 
posts & garrisons could have easily spread further south & reached Yorubaland.   
 
Kanem-Bornu stood at the apex of the regional security system for different ethnic groups. For a long 
time, it had been itself submitted to a pre-stational system of forwarding slaves to the North. Later, in the 
early Islamic Period, when the great powers of the North had vanished, it was able to replace the pre-
stational system by an exchange system based on market principles. In the Medieval Period, Kanem-Bornu 
further outgrew its former suzerains in the North by establishing settlement colonies in Kawar & in Fezzar. 
Thus, it reversed the former situation of cultural & political dependency. In the 12th & 13th Centuries, 
security in the Central Sahara was no longer assured by any Northern Power but by the Chadic State itself, 
just as Carthage had once superseded its mother country Tyre, the Chadic Kingdom had taken the political 
& cultural lead with respect to the successor polities of its earlier metropolitan state.  
 

--- 
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He Comes (Insert Your Favorite Messiah) Riding the Sacred Horse (Your Hippocampus) 
 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda fled from Bornu on a Horse, or he rode a mule. The Old Woman said it was like an 
Ox, but not an Ox; or like a Horse, but not a Horse; or did not know if it was a Horse or an Ox.  
[Anatomical]: Your Hippocampus (the Sacred White Horse, Sea Horse).  
 
[Historical] [+]: Abu Yazid was a self-made messianic figure. His appearance fit the signs of a prophet in 
Islamic messianic tradition (such as a mole on his shoulder; of advanced age, dressed in rags & lame). He 
rode a donkey, which gave him the nickname “Man on the Donkey” or “Lord of the Donkey.” The “awaited 
prophet who would come riding on an ass” was a figure with a long tradition in Judaic, Christian, & later 
Islamic eschatology; it was associated with Jesus & Muhammad, & emulated by several would-be 
prophets during the early Islamic centuries. Even his pejorative sobriquet al-Ḥabashī was often held to 
have messianic connotations.  
 
[Historical] [-] On the obverse, Abu Yazid’s Fatimid enemies cast him as the “False Messiah.” After the 
conquest of Kairouan (944 CE), Abu Yazid began to abandon his Spartan habits for silk clothes, & his 
characteristic donkey for thoroughbred horses, which estranged his more austere followers.  
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[Celestial]: 21 JUNE, DUE NORTH (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 
The Constellation of Cancer was known as the Northern Gate of Sun & Sun of the South (Heliacal Rising 
of Sirius) by the Akkadians. It Hosts the Beehive Cluster (Manger), Southern Donkey, & Northern Donkey.  

• Delta Cancri (Asellus Australis). The "Southern Donkey" holds a record for the longest name, 
"Arkushanangarushashutu," derived from ancient Babylonian language, which translates to "the 
southeast star in the Crab."  

• Gamma Cancri (Asellus Borealis). The "Northern Donkey". 

• The Beehive Cluster was described by Ptolemy as "the nebulous mass in the breast of Cancer." 
The Greeks & Romans identified the nebulous object as a manger from which two donkeys, 
(Asellus Borealis & Asellus Australis), were eating. The stars represent the donkeys that Dionysus 
& his tutor Silenus rode in the war against the Titans. The Chinese interpreted the object as a 
ghost/demon riding in a carriage, calling it a "cloud of pollen blown from under willow catkins."  
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[Celestial]: 21 MARCH, DUE EAST (VERNAL EQUINOX)  
[Etymological]: Equinox = Equine (Horse) & Ox (which are Sterile) (Equal) (Neutral)   
[Celestial]: The Constellation of Aries has represented a Ram (the Hired Man) since late Babylonian times. 
The Babylonian Star Charts show that this Zodiac House hosted numerous constellations, to include the 
Crook, the True Shepard of Anu & his Rooster, Lulal & Latarak. In Ancient Greece it was the Golden Fleece 
of the Winged Ram Chrysomallos in the tale of Jason & the Argonauts. The fleece is a symbol of authority 
& kingship. Different cultures incorporated the stars of Aries into different constellations including twin 
inspectors in China & a porpoise in the Marshall Islands.  

• The Crook is depicted as a Shepard tending a young goat. His Shepard’s Crook represents the 
king’s regalia & his divine right to rule. He sits across the Galactic Equator. The Crook rises in the 
first month. The Shepard-King is associated with Damuzi (Mercury), who is now grown to be a 
young man & is about to marry the goddess in the Rite of the Sacred Marriage. By this union, the 
king established his Divine Right to Rule.  

• The True Shepard of Anu & his Rooster was the herald of the gods. As ‘one struck down by the 
mace’ the True Shepard has himself walked the path of the dead [Note: He is the prototype for 
the much later Freemasonic Legend of Hiram Abyff, who is also struck down].  

• Lulal & Latarak are Lion-headed demons that acted as the guardians of the New Year. They are 
the Twin Inspectors in Chinese mythology.  

 
--- 
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ARRIVAL IN DAURA  
[Mythical]: Bayajidda left his wife & child in Garun Gabas & continued on to the village of Gaya near Kano 
(others believe to be Gaya in modern Niger), where he had the local blacksmiths make him a knife.  
[Anatomical]: The Light within Your Pineal (Your Magic Sword), where the Blacksmith Hephaistos 
(Mercury) Builds Your Magic Armaments.    
 
[Analytical]: Kano (also called Kano City), capital of Kano State, Nigeria. In the 7th Century, the hill was the 
site of a community that engaged in iron-working. Kano was originally known as Dala (after the hill) & was 
referred to as such as late as the end of the 15th Century & the beginning of the 16th by Bornoan sources.  
 
The earliest known inhabitants of Kano were the Abagiyawa, born by a few Kano blacksmiths. The 
Abagiyawa say that Kano, a blacksmith of the Gaya tribe who in ancient times came to Dalla Hill (a hill in 
Kano) in search of iron & charcoal. The Abagiyawa also practiced the arts of medicine, beer-brewing, 
archery, drumming, dancing, & smithing. They were organized in patrilinear groups each with its own 
head & distinguished by some special trait or skill. Among the Abagiyawa was a man called Barbushe, the 
hunter-priest of a local deity.  
 
The Kano Chronicle identifies Barbushe, a warrior priest of Dala Hill female spirit deity known as 
Tsumbura, Barbushe is from the lineage of the hunter family (maparauta) who were the city's first 
settlers. In the 12th century Ali Yaji as King of Kano renounced his allegiance to the cult of Tsumburbura, 
accepted Islam & proclaimed the Sultanate that lasted until the 19th Century. His reign ensued an era of 
expansionism that saw Kano becoming the capital of a pseudo Habe Empire (Remember: Bayajidda was 
called “the Black Ethiop” (al-Ḥabashī al-Aswad), literally the Black Abyssinian.  
 
The term “blacksmith” was a derogatory term in Zaghawa culture. The artisan work was traditionally 
viewed as dirty & of inferior status, being people from different Pagan & Jewish roots who slowly 
assimilated into the Islamic society. Some of the early Arab texts refer to the Zaghawa Royalty as 
“blacksmith kings with inconceivable arrogance”.  
 

--- 
 
SLAYING OF THE SERPENT 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda came to the town of Daura where he entered a house & asked an old woman named 
Ayana for water. Her house was situated near the prison [Pisces]. She informed him that a serpent named 
Sarki (the Hausa word for king) guarded the well & that the people were only allowed to draw water once 
a week, on Friday [Venus]. Bayajidda set out for the well & killed the serpent with the sword & beheaded 
it with the knife the blacksmiths had made for him, after which he drank the water, put the head in a bag, 
& returned to the old woman’s house [Pisces].  
[Analytical]: Kin is a feminine form, indicating that the snake was female.  
[Synchronal]: Perseus cutting off the Snake Head of Medusa & putting it in a Bag.  
 
[Celestial]: THE HOUSE OF PISCES, 21 FEBRUARY – 21 MARCH 
The Constellation of Pisces is located between Aquarius to the West & Aries to the East. The Ecliptic & 
Celestial Equator intersect within Pisces & Virgo. Pisces is depicted as two Fish Bound by a Cord. It is 
known as both the Well & the Prison. Pisces Hosts the Pegasus, Perseus, & Equuleus.  

• Pegasus is the Winged Horse of Perseus. It is also the Horse of Bayajidda. The Square of Pegasus 
is known as the Field. It is the Field that Abraham (the Ram) purchased & dug his Wells.  
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• Perseus is a Greek version of the more ancient Babylonian Old Man, both of which hold a sword 
& the decapitated head of a ghoul. In the case of Perseus, it is the Head of the Snake, Medusa. 
This is Bayajidda, holding the decapitated Head of the Sarki Snake of the Kusugu Well.  

• Equueleus is depicted as a Horse Head. In the Greek myth, he was birthed from the neck of 
Medusa.  

 
[Celestial]: Venus is Exalted in Pisces. Venus rules Friday, & is the exclusive reason why the people could 
only draw water of Fridays (or draw water on every day but Friday). In some versions, a special song was 
sung only on Fridays, in praise of the slaying of the snake.  
 

--- 
 
[Mythical]: The next day, the people of Daura gathered at the well, wondering who had killed the snake; 
Magajiya Daurama, the local queen, offered sovereignty over half the town to whoever could prove that 
he killed the snake. Several men brought snake heads forth, but the heads did not match the body. The 
old woman, owner of the house Bayajidda was staying in, informed the queen that her guest had slayed 
it, after which Daurama summoned Bayajidda. Having presented the snake’s head, proving to her that he 
was the one who had slain Sarki, he turned down the offer of half the town, instead requesting her hand 
in marriage; she married him out of gratitude for slaying the serpent.  
 
[Analytical]: This portion of the Legend reflects Ascension over the Ecliptic, into the Babylonian 
Constellation of The Crook, located in Aries. The Shepard-King is associated with Damuzi (Mercury), who 
is now grown to be a young man & is about to marry the goddess in the Rite of the Sacred Marriage. By 
this union, the king established his Divine Right to Rule.  
 

--- 
 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF KINGDOMS 
[+] Perspective: Because it was against the custom of the people of Daura for their queens to marry, 
Daurama made a compromise with Bayajidda & said she would only have sexual intercourse with him 
later; because of this, she gave him a concubine named Bagwariya.  
 
[Analytical]: Bagwariya is synonymous with Hagar, the concubine wife of Abraham.  
 
[-] Perspective: According to the oral palace version of the legend, Daurama gave him Bagwariya because 
she wanted to break her “queenly vow to remain a virgin,” but had to undergo rituals to do so.   
 
[Analytical]: The Ecliptic & Celestial Equator intersect within Pisces & Virgo (the Virgin).  
 

--- 
 
[Mythical]: Bagwariya had a son fathered by Bayajidda & she named him Karap da Gari, or Karbagari 
(which means “he snatched the town” in Hausa). This worried Daurama, & when she had a son of her 
own (also fathered by Bayajidda), she named him Bawo (which means “give it back”). 
 
[Celestial]: The two sons (Bawo & Karbagari) are the Babylonian Constellations Lulal & Latarak. The Azna 
Versions reveal the significant detail about the antagonism between the brothers at the New Year Parade, 
where Karbagari holds a Whip, & Bawo holds the Sword & rides a Horse given to him by his mother. 
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--- 
 

 
 
[Mythical]: Bayajidda fathered three children with three different women. Bawo fathered six of his own 
sons, whose names were Daura, Gobir, Kano, Katsina, Rano, & Zaria (Zazzau). Together with Biram (s/o 
Magaram), these seven went on to rule the seven “legitimate” Hausa states, the Hausa Bakwai.  
[Variation]: Some versions of the tale leave Bawo & Magaram out entirely, with Biram, Daura, Gobir, 
Kano, Katsina, Rano, & Zaria being the sons of Bayajidda & Daurama). Karbagari’s descendants, 
meanwhile, founded the seven “illegitimate” states, the Banza Bakwai.  
 
[Analytical]: Bayajidda’s three children are Celestial Myths. Biram = Aries, the Ram (due East). Bawo & 
Karbagari = Lulal & Latarak.  
 

--- 
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THE GANI FESTIVAL 
Some of the Maguzawa therefore stay close to Magajiya’s house without being allowed to come near 
during the main scene of a cultic drama involving the King & Queen, which commemorates the marriage 
between the dragon-slayer & the Queen of Daura.  
[Variation]: Elsewhere, the festive procession includes two visits, one to the Magajiya (or Sarauniya) & 
the other to the Inna/Iya, the putative sister & wife of the king. The Inna was mainly the priestess of the 
black or local spirits. Although in Daura there was an Inna/Iya in earlier times, the main reenactment of 
the difference between the Hausa & Azna took place in front of Magajiya’s―not of Inna’s―house.  
 
[Analytical]: The Duguwa dynasty, or Dougouwa (700 - 1086 AD), is the line of kings (mai) of the Kanem 
Empire prior to the rise of the Islamic Seyfawa dynasty in 1086 AD. According to the Girgam, the Duguwa 
kings were the kings of Kanem whose dynastic name is derived from Duku, the third king of the Duguwa. 
Comparisons with accounts from Arab geographers show that the Duguwa were the kings of the ruling 
class called Zaghawa. Richmond Palmer states, "To all intents and purposes both Saif ibn Dthi Yazan 
[sometimes called or spelled Sef or Saif] & his son Ibrahim are a myth. The first Mai of Kanem was 'Mai 
Dugu Bremmi,' who succeeded because he was the 'dugu' (tegasi) or son of the chief's daughter or 
sister..." "The name dugu means strictly that he was the son of the daughter or a Mai, or Chief, i.e. the 
person the Tuareg call tegasi, or heir." "Descent among the Maghumi, as among the Tuareg, passed to the 
son of a sister of the deceased king, called among the Tuareg, the tegasi or heir..." "The legendary 
eponymous ancestor of the Saifawa, as the Maghumi are called, only became in Muslim times Saif, the 
'lion of Yaman'." 
 
Kayrad (f/o Abu Yazid) is an allegorical combination of Kayi & Rudutu (f/o Bagazawa). The resemblance to 
Kayin (Phoenician for Canaan) is congruent with where the story of the first migration from Canaan. Islam 
was first introduced to Kano during the reign of King Yaji I (1349 – 1385 AD). The Legend is rooted upon 
the 11th Century conquests initiated by Gijimasu of Kano. Many Muslim traders and clerics used to come 
from Mali, from the Volta region, and later from Songhay. The First United Hausa Nation was born under 
Queen Amina (ruled 1576 – 1610 AD).  
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PART III: A UNIVERSAL BAYAJIDDA 
 

[CELESTIAL]: The Legends of Bayajidda (Nigeria), Abraham (Hebrew), Queen Semiramis (Assyrian), 
Perseus (Greek), & many others, are Fractal Manifestations of: 
 

(1) the Solar Story of the Spring Equinox (21 March, Cardinal EAST)   
(2) the Zodiacal Transition of the Age of Aries-Pisces (21 March, Cardinal EAST)  
(3) the Terrestrial Planetary Rulership Transition of Mars-Venus (Exalted) 
(4) the Jovial Planetary Rulership Transition of Jupiter-Neptune 
(5) the Celestial Story of the Great Year Completion & Coming Savior (LIGHT KNOWLEDGE) 

(CELESTIAL VISION) (SECOND SIGHT) (5TH-DIMENSIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS) (HYPERCUBIC THOUGHT)  
 

The Exact same prophetic drama is also retained on both the Dendera & Square Zodiacs of Egypt, as well 
as the Babylonian Astronomy/Astrology Compendium (MUL.APIN) (created ~1,370 BC), & even earlier 
Sumerian accounts. Your Ancestors KNEW that LIGHT RETURNED.  
 
The Ancient Nigerian Kingdoms Captured the Tri-Polarized Physical [+], Mental [=], & Spiritual [-] Electr-
O-Magnetic Transitional Story of the Piscean-Aquarian Epoch, within the Legend of Bayajidda [+]. 
Bayajidda/Biram (Ibrahim/Abraham) [+] & his Sons Jacob/Israel [+] (Founder of the Israelites) were 
prominent among the Founding Stories of the Hausa States & Babylonians (Ishmael/Muhammed [-] 
Founder of Islam) among the Founding Stories of the Banza States.  
 
The Early Babylonians Captured the Coming Transitional Story is of Ishtar [-] (Venus, Age of Taurus) 
(~4,000 – 2,000 BC) & Marduk [+] (Mars, Age of Aries) (~2,000 – 1 BC/1 AD), & in Marduk [+] (Age of 
Aries) (~2,000 – 1 BC) to Dagon [-] (Age of Pisces) (1 - ~2,016 AD). The Israelites Captured the Same 
Transitional Story of Abraham [+] (Age of Aries) (~2,000 – 1 BC) & his Sons, Jacob/Ishrael [+] (Right 
Piscean Fish) (12) & Isaac/Ishmael [-] (Left Piscean Fish) (13).  
 
The Greeks Captured the Coming Transitional Story of Jesus [-] (Age of Pisces) (12) & John the Baptist 
(Age of Aquarius) (11) (J~B) (1~1) (the Aqua Aryan), for ‘I KNOW’ is the Aquarian Motto, & to which Christ 
Consciousness is Attained upon the Aquarian Blue Beam of Lights’ Faithful Return upon the Cyclic 
Completion of the 12 Ages of the Celestial Map of the Zodiacal Wheel (the Endless Cycles of Light), & 
Fractally Further into Jesus [-] (Age of Pisces) (the Fisher of Men) to Paul (Right Piscean Fish/Foot) (12) & 
Simon/Peter [-] (Left Piscean Fish/Foot) (13) (the Fisher Men).  
 
[ASTRONOMICAL/ASTROLOGICAL]: The Quarter of the Sky that contains the Zodiacal Houses of Pisces 
(3300 – 3600), Aries (10 – 300) & Taurus (310 – 600) is the setting for the Legend of Bayajidda. Every Major 
Motif of the Legend is Found within these Three Zodiacal Houses & their Companion Constellations. The 
Babylonian Anunitum & the Swallow (Pisces) also contains the Field, Horse, Stag, & Rainbow. While the 
Hired Man (Aries) contain the Old Man, as well as Lulal & Latarak. The Spring Equinox contained the True 
Shepard of Anu (Orion) & his Rooster.   
 
[ARIES]: The Ram = Abraham (Hebrew) & Biram (the First Son of Bayajidda & the Borno Princess Magira). 
Biram is the First Son because Aries is the First House (Fire). Biram became the ancestor of the most 
eastern Hausa state, later called Gabas-ta-Biram (East of Biram). Aries is Directly DUE EAST.  
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[PISCES]: Also Known as “THE WELL,” as it is a Mutable Water Sign & the 12th Zodiacal Constellation. It is 
one-in-the-same as the Well that Abraham dug & by which Bayajidda Killed the Snake. Venus (Exalted in 
Pisces) rules Friday & the Number Five, & is the mystical reason why the people could draw water only 
on Fridays. Venus (the Five-Toe Hen) (Star). Venus (Ruler of…) the Five Books of the Torah (…Taurus).  
 
[+] [Right Piscean Fish]: Right Foot / Jacob (Ishrael) / Hausa (Esau)  
[-] [Left Piscean Fish]: Left Foot / Ishmael / Azna (Banza)  
 

 
 

       Babylonian Zodiac               Dendera Zodiac, Egypt 

 
 
THE FIELD = the same field that Abraham purchased for his family. THE FIELD was THE HORSE in Babylon, 
& the Square of Pegasus (the Winged-Horse) in Greece. The Babylonian Horse/Greek Pegasus = the same 
Horse that Bayajidda rode into Daura in order to kill the snake & the same Horse that was given to Bawo 
(son of Bayajidda) at the New Year Processional Parade - HAPPY NEW GREAT YEAR!  
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The PERSEUS Constellation & its older Babylonian counterpart (the Old Man) are both depicted as a Man 
holding a Sword & Decapitated Head (Medusa). This is Bayajidda beheading the Snake by the Well. In the 
Banza State of Zamfara, Kalkalu is the Hero who killed the snake. Kalkalu (Zamfara) = Kalki (Hindu), who 
returns with the same Horse & Sword as Bayajidda, Perseus, Jesus & others.    
 

 
 
[Sumerian]: LULAL & LATARAK = the Babylonian “Little Twins” astride the Vernal Equinox. Lulal wields a 
Sword & Latarak holds a Whip.  
[West African]: The Babylonian constellation = Karbagari (Second Son of Bayajidda & the Slave Girl 
Bagwariya) & Bawo (Third Son of Bayajidda & the Daura Queen Magajiya). The Azna Versions reveal the 
significant detail about the antagonism between the brothers at the New Year Parade, where Karbagari 
holds a Whip, & Bawo holds the Sword & rides a Horse given to him by his mother.  
 

[+] [Lulal/Biram]: The Sword (Greek: Chrysaor/Christ)    (Borno Princess Magira)  [+] 
[=] [Horse/Bawo]: Hippocampus (Winged White Horse/Lightning)  (Daura Queen Magajiya) [=]  
[-] [Latarak/Karbagari]: The Whip (Serpent)     (Slave Girl Bagwariya)    [-] 

 
[Sumerian]: LUGAL-BANDA (Banza): (Young/Fierce King) (the Shepherd)  
[Akkadian]: LAKHMU & LAKHAMUA (Serpent): Laḫmu is a bearded man with 6 curls on his Head (6 
Positive Zodiac Signs). Lahamu is a woman with 6 curls on her Head (6 Negative Zodiac Signs). 
[Sumerian]: AN (Heaven) & KI (Earth)  
[Sumerian]: ENLIL (Mooring-Rope of Heaven & Earth) (the Gatekeeper) & NINLIL (Lady of the Open Field)  
[Babylonian]: ANŠAR (Heaven Pivot) & KISHAR (Sarki) (Earth Pivot): Parents of Anu (Heaven)    
[Assyrian]: AŠŠUR (Whole Heaven). Head of the Assyrian Pantheon & namesake of the Assyrian Empire. 
[Hindu]: JAYA & VIJAYA (Guardians of Vishnu's Heavenly Realm): The two Gatekeepers (Dwarapalaka) of 
the Abode of Vishnu, known as Vaikuntha (Place of Eternal Bliss).  
[Hindu]: KALKI (Horse & Sword) & KALI (Severed Head/Whip): The Dawn of the Golden Age.     
 
[FESTIVAL]: The Mesopotamian Akita New Year Festival celebrated the Ugaritic Baal Cycle. It showcased 
the reenactment of Marduk (Mars/Aries) killing Tiamat (the Primordial Serpent) & is synonymous with 
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the Bayajidda legend, which is told & re-enacted during the Gani New Year festival of Daura. Both Festivals 
Celebrate the Completion of the Great Year Procession & the Return of Our Savior (LIGHT!).   
 

------- 
 

PART IV: A TRI-POLARIZED LEGEND OF BAYAJIDDA 
 
[In General]: Bayajidda was a Prince from Baghdad & son of King Abdullahi. He was exiled from his home 
town after Queen Zidam (Zigawa) conquered the city. He traveled across Africa with numerous warriors 
& arrived in Borno, where he was given one of the Mai's daughters as a wife. He then lived for a while in 
Hausaland where he married the Queen of Daura, who gave him a Gwari mistress as a reward for Slaying 
Sarki, the Great Snake which deprived her people of Access to Water.  
 

 
Bayajidda had three sons: Bawo (by the Queen of Daura), Biram (by the Borno Princess) & Karbogari (by 
his Gwari paramour). Bawo succeeded his father & had six sons who became the rulers of Daura, Katsina, 
Zazzau, Gobir, Kano, & Rano. These, together with Biram, formed the "Hausa Bakwai" or the "Hausa 7." 
Karbogari ("Town-seizer"), had seven sons who ruled Kebbi, Zamfara, Gwari, Jukun, Ilorin (founded by the 
Yoruba), Nupe, & Yauri, derogatorily referred to as the "Banza Bakwai" or "Fake 7."  
 
[+] [The HAUSA/ESAU]: The Epicenter of the Legend is the Kusugu Well located in the Ancient Town of 
Daura, of the Hausa Kingdom. The Primary Version of the Dynastic Legend is thus retained by the Royal 
Palace of Daura, & accounts for the Origin of the Seven Hausa States (Daura, Katsina, Gobir, Kano, Zaria 
[Sarai/Sarah], Biram [Abram/Abraham], & Rano), each state having its own variations on the Legend.  
 
[=] [The ZAMFARA]: According to the Zamfara Chronicle, the Snake of Daura was killed by Kalkalu (Kalki) 
(who Wields a Sword & Rides a Horse), the son of Bawo (who Wields a Sword & Rides a Horse), who 
descended from Pharao (Pharaoh). In Hindu Texts, Kalki (a.Brahman Warrior & Coming Savior) leads an 
army of Naga (Serpent) Warriors to eliminate Adharma from the World. Serpent = Naga (Sanskrit), Naja 
(Hausa), & Nahash (Hebrew). A Perfect Multi-Syncretic Relationship is formed within Bayajidda (Perseus, 
Riding Pegasus, Wielding the Crystal Sword (Chrysaor), & holding the Decapitated Sarki (Queen) Snake 
Head of Medusa by the Well).  
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The Daura Monarchy (Moon Ruler) was exclusively Female prior to the arrival of Bayajidda, but with the 
marriage of Bayajidda & Daurama came change from a Matriarchal to a Patriarchal System. In former 
times not only the King of Daura but all Seven Hausa Kings visited the Magajiya & were present at the 
ritual of deification. The Heavenly Head (Heaven/Seven) of the Sarki (Queen) Snake is manifested in the 
Role of Sarauniya (Magajiya). Her Oldest Manifestation is Inna/Iya (Inanna/Venus), & role-played during 
the Festival by the Maguzawa/Azna (Senior Indigenous Chief Magician) of Daura. 
 
From a historical perspective it is clear that the Immigrant Kings of Hausa paid Respect to the Indigenous 
Queens of Azna, recognized through the Zamfara Tribe, & the two different sections of society (Local 
Azna/Zamfara & Hausa Invaders) lived for a long-time side-by-side in the New State.  
 
[-] [The BANZA-AZNAB ehT]: The Azna versions are transmitted by the Sarakunan (Kundalini) Azna 
(Queens of the Azna), (Chiefs of the indigenous Azna people in Hausaland). They insist on the Equally 
Prestigious Ascent of the Sarki (Queens of the Azna). She (Sacral Feminine) is a Sevenfold Fractal 
Expression of her Seven Refractive Rainbow Chakras (7 Banza States): Zamfara [Zimran], Kebbi, Nupe, 
Gwari, Yauri, Yoruba & Kwararafa (Jukun [Jokshan]).   
 

------- 
 
[NUMEROLOGICAL]: The Numbers Two (2), Seven (7), & Twelve (12) are all Metaphysical Representations 
of the Completion of the Great Year. Two (2) = Division (12,000 Positive Years & 12,000 Negative Years) 
of the 24,000-Year Sidereal Celestial Sinewave. Seven (7) = the Chakras & “Killing” the Kundalini (Snake). 
Twelve (12) completes the Zodiacal Wheel of the same sinewave. From this Celestial Knowledge comes 
the Understanding of why Tiamat (Primordial Serpent/Dragon) was cut into either 2 or 12 pieces & in 
Fractal Reflection why the Sarki Snake was cut into 2, 7, or 12 pieces & piled up by the Well. An Order of 
Magnitude Refracts the 2 (Jacob/Ishmael) & 2 (Hausa/Banza) Twins, the 7 [+] Hausa States & 7 [-] Banza 
States, & the 12 Tribes of [+] Jacob (Ishrael) & 12 Tribes of [-] Isaac (Ishmael).  
 
[TOROIDAL]: The Bull of Heaven holds a Key of Seven (7 Hausa & 7 Banza States). Taurus (ruled by Venus) 
houses the 7 Pleiades (Seven Sisters = Maia, Electra, Alcyone, Taygete, Asterope, Celaeno, & Merope) & 
the 7 Hyades (Seven Nymphs = Ambrosia, Eudora, Pedile, Coronis, Polyxo, Phyto, & Thyone/Dione).  
 
 

How Far to the Pleiades? 
 

444 LIGHT YEARS 
 

How Far to the Hyades? 
 

153 LIGHT YEARS 
 
 
 
 
 


